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Oracle Java SE has six major support phases: Major Release Maintenance Release Security Release End of Main
Support End of Main Support Extended Support The Web Deployment Technology bundled with the Oracle JRE,
consisting of the Java Plugin and Java Web Start has a shorter support lifecycle: only five years of Premier
Support. The deployment stack was marked as deprecated and flagged for removal in Java SE 9 and Java SE 10.
Oracle Java SE 11 and later versions do not include the Deployment Stack. As Java SE 8 will be the sunset
release for the Deployment Stack Oracle extended support of Java Web Start on Java SE 8 until the end of Java
SE 8 Extended Support. The Java Plugin (Java Applets) remains updated in Java 8, but may be removed at any
time in a future release. Oracle Customers can find more information at My.Oracle.Support Note 251148.1 -
Java SE 8 End of Java Plugin Support (requires login). To animate layer content in timeline mode, you set
keyframes in the Timeline panel, as you move the current-time indicator to a different time/frame, and then
modify the position, opacity, or style of the layer content. Photoshop automatically adds or modifies a series of
frames between two existing framesvarying the layer properties (position, opacity, and styles) evenly between
the new frames to create the appearance of movement or transformation. * This mod allows the user to select
one of five different time periods to play in the timeline. These are all continuous, so there is no "pause",
"movie", or "end" state. The end point of the timeline is at the end of one of the periods. The timeline then
continues from that point.
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